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 As pure electric vehicles (PEV) are considered to be a major growth trend in the automotive industry, research into and the development of efficient electric power-train systems and related control technologies has become a research hotspot. The growing importance and use of multi-speed transmissions in these vehicles makes shift schedule design and research a crucial aspect of PEV power-train systems design. This paper provides a gear shift schedule calculation method for PEVs, which includes dynamic shift schedule and economic shift schedule calculation method, demonstrating how to optimize the shifting points and produce the up and down shift lines based on the motor efficiency map. Through the establishment of a PEV model, simulation results show that the properly designed shift schedule can improve working region of motor and refine dynamic and economic performance of the vehicle. Finally rig testing results are demonstrated to be comparable to simulations and indicate the correctness of the method.
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Pure electric vehicles (PEV) and hybrid electric vehicles (HEV) have both been identified as alternative energy powertrains, improving on conventional passenger vehicles as they produce zero or low emissions on the road through minimal use of fossil fuel consumption. PEV drives in particular, are considered to be a growing trend of automobile industry [1].  Single reducer drive-trains are the most popular transmission format for PEVs, which uses the wide speed range of the motor and maximum torque from zero speed to realize all required driving speeds of the vehicle. Take the Nissan LEAF for example; coupled with a single reducer, high output torque at low speed and high peak rotating speed characteristics of the motor are compromised to achieve the grade-ability and maximum vehicle speed requirements. 
However, during the development of electric vehicles it is hard to satisfy the requirements of dynamic performance for PEVs using a single reducer, especially for some larger sedans and luxury vehicles.  Design and cost limitations restrict the size of the motor in terms of both bulk and output peak power, limiting the maximum output torque.  It is therefore difficult to realize the same dynamic performance of a combustion engine driven vehicle given a similar power level. Additionally, as there is no transmission to alter the speed ratio between motor and wheels, it is difficult to optimize the working point of motor to higher efficiency regions, as is the convention in ICE powered vehicles. This restricts the performance of PEVs, especially as the driving range is limited by current energy storage systems.  Furthermore, the economic performance of the vehicle must be considered, maximizing the driving range with restricted energy sources requires efficient operation of the vehicle over a diverse range of operating conditions. More and more, research and application studies are paying attention to the use of multi-gear transmissions in PEVs, and it is becoming one of the main development trends for PEV power-train systems [2-10].
Gearbox shift schedule design is a rule based strategy to determine the appropriate driving gear according to driver input and vehicle driving conditions; it influences the economic and dynamic performance of the vehicle dramatically and is one of the key technologies of gearbox control systems. Generally, there are three types of shift schedules: single parameter, dual parameters and three parameters schedules. The single parameter shift schedule is controlled by vehicle speed, it is simple but does not take into account both the economic and dynamic performance requirements of modern vehicles, and so is rarely used nowadays. Dual parameter shift schedules are based on speed and throttle input from the driver, which is widely used currently, and performance requirements are met under most driving conditions. Lastly, three parameter shifting is controlled according to speed, acceleration and throttle demand [11], which reacts to vehicle dynamics and can produce the best vehicle performance, the downside is a complicated program requirement and implementation in-online vehicle control [12], and is consequently excluded from this research.
Gear shifting theory for ICE vehicles is well developed. Ge [11] describes the calculation method and evaluation indexes of gear shifting in detail. Huang [13] provides a graphical method for dynamic and economic shift schedule design for of ICE vehicles. However, there is little research regarding shifting schedules for PEVs. Yang [14], through the establishment of numerical models of battery and motor systems of an electric vehicle, analyzed the optimal-power shift schedule. According to the fact that the maximum discharge power of battery decreases with the decrease of SOC, three -parameter and four -parameter dynamic shift schedules were developed when the maximum discharge power of battery is greater than or less than the maximum input power of motor. 
It is obvious that we can use some of the basic methods and calculation algorithms of internal combustion engine shifting theory to establish PEV shift schedules, but as the driving power source has changed, the characteristics and efficiency of the traction motor will produce significantly different results when compared to ICE powered vehicles. It is therefore necessary to develop alternative shift schedules for PEVs, providing the theory to support PEV power-train system matching and optimization. 
In this paper the gear shift schedule is developed for a power-train platform equipped with a two speed DCT, however this method can be extended to all kinds of multi-geared PEV power-train systems. The shifting schedule includes dynamic and economic schedules. Through simulations results it is shown that the economic method in particular can improve vehicle performance significantly. The remainder of the paper is divided up as follows: section 2 describes graphical design method for single parameter shift schedules, and then section 3 describes shift schedule graphical design method for dual parameter schedules.  After that, section 4 presents the PEV power-train modeling, in which platform simulations were performed, and relevant analysis is presented section 5. Section 6 presents rig testing results and compares these with simulations. Finally, section 7 concludes the paper.

2.	Dynamic Shift Schedule Development for Multi-Speed Pure Electric Vehicles
There are two general methods for the development of dynamic shifting schedules for internal combustion engines: graphical or analytical.  The graphical method for determining the best dynamic shifting point chooses the intersection points of adjacent gear acceleration curves under the same throttle conditions.  It should be mentioned that the drive torque curve is not used as the nonlinear running cycle causes variation in acceleration, making it difficult to achieve the best dynamic performance for this shift schedule with just the driving torque curve. Although there are differences between the torque characteristic curves of motors and engines, it is possible to apply the same method to determine the dynamic shift schedule for a PEV. The second option is the analytical method. Through application of computer programs the point of the same acceleration value is calculated in two different gears, and shifting points are determined [11].
The output torque of an electric motor is very regular.  At low speed, voltage supply to the motor increases proportionally to speed through the electronic converter while flux is kept constant to the point where base speed voltage of the motor reaches the source voltage.  Beyond the base speed, the voltage of motor is kept constant and the flux is weakened, dropping hyperbolically with increasing speed.  Consequently the peak motor torque also drops hyperbolically with increasing speed [15]. As a result of this regularity the graphical method is simpler than the analytical method and it can obtain the reliable results with relative ease. 
Hereinafter is the detailed application of the graphical method for single parameter schedules. According to vehicle driving equation, we can calculate the vehicle acceleration as follows [16]: 
																													(1)
Where, is drive torque of motor,  is gear ratio of transmission,  is gear ratio of final drive,  is the efficiency of the whole driveline from the motor to the driven wheel,   is the radius of the driven wheels. is the weight of vehicle, is the rolling resistance coefficient, is the road angle, here we set it to zero.  is the aerodynamic drag coefficient,   is the vehicle front area,  is the rotational inertia factor. 
From the above equation (1), acceleration curves are calculated at different throttle percentages are developed, these are show in Figure 1.


Figure 1   Vehicle acceleration curves for establishing single parameter shift map

In Figure 1, there are six acceleration lines, three lines for 1st gear, with different throttles of 100%, 70% and 30%, while the other three lines are for 2nd gear at the same throttle input values. The intersection point for the two gear ratio acceleration curves at the same throttle input are indicated  for the 100% throttle input at A, and 70% and 30% are B and C, respectively. Linking these points, the dynamic up-shift line is obtained. This resulting line for the motor is a straight line and can be considered the up-shift line, while with an engine it is a curve. This is a result of the maximum torque curve for a motor being more regular than an engine. 
As any shift schedule must avoid excessive repetition of gearshifts, known as shift hunting.  To avoid this repetition the down-shift line must be sufficiently offset from the up-shift line. Therefore, a buffer region between up-shift and down-shift is used to avoid shift hunting. The zone between the two shift lines creates shifting delay, and helps to avoid circular shifting hunting phenomenon in situations such as hill climbing. Reference [2] gives the down-shift schedule calculation equation as follows:
                                                                                                 												(2)
Where  is the speed of downshift point while  is the speed of up-shift point in the same throttle percent input,   is the offset coefficient, it can be generally set to 0.4~0.45, we make it = 0.40 in this paper, and the down-shift line for the shift schedule is as follows in Figure 2, where the solid line is the up-shift line and the dash-dotted line is the down-shift line.


Figure 2 Dynamic upshift and downshift map for PEV

3.	Economic Shift Schedule development for Multi-Speed Pure Electric Vehicles
As the running range is limited for PEVs, economical performance is probably the most important factor considered in PEV power-train system design and control.  Much like an ICE driven vehicle multiple gears are used to improve the operating region of the motor.  The shift schedule significantly influences this operating region and therefore driving efficiency. As a consequence, the development of an appropriate shift schedule that considers vehicle economy is very important to multi-speed EV development as it directly influences the vehicle running distance.
Economic shift schedule design for engine driven vehicles is derived mainly from the fuel consumption rate MAP [11], through calculation of the fuel consumption curve in different throttle degrees at the same drag torque, the intersection point of two curves in neighboring gear ratio is the shifting point for a given vehicle speed and input throttle.
The power use of an electric motor is different from that of an engine, and drive characteristics also differ significantly. The economic performance of motor mainly depends on the efficiency of its operating region. If motor operation can be maintained in the high efficiency regions, of course the economic performance of the system can be improved. The method to determine economical shift schedule for a motor is as follows: 
1.	Plot motor characteristic curves and efficiency MAP of the consecutive gear ratios in the same figure, as shown in Figure 3, the x-axis is vehicle speed, and y-axis is output torque at the transmission output shaft; 
2.	Draw a constant traction torque line of T0 in the overlapping region of Figure 3, as in the overlap area there are two driving gear ratios available;
3.	Calculate the motor efficiency along output torque line T0 for different vehicle speeds in both gear ratios, and plot the two lines in the same figure, see Figure 4. The solid line is efficiency line for 1st gear, and the dash-dotted line is efficiency line for 2nd gear. The intersection point of these lines is denoted as A. It should be understood that before point A the efficiency of 1st gear is higher than 2nd gear, and after this point the efficiency of 2nd gear is higher than 1st gear. Obviously, before point A the gearbox should be operating in 1st gear while after that it should be in 2nd gear. So the point A must be the shifting point at the given operating output torque and vehicle speed;
4.	However, the point A for 1st and 2nd gear at the same vehicle speed will have two different throttle values, depending on the gear selected. These are shown in Figure 5 as point a and a’.  These can be considered the up-shifting point and down-shifting point for a given speed;
5.	By repeating the same procedure above for different output torque values, all the up-shifting and down-shifting points at these torques and resulting speeds are then linked to produce the up-shifting and down-shifting lines, as in Figure 5. The solid line is the up-shift line from 1st gear to 2nd gear, and the dash line is the down-shift line from 2nd gear back to 1st gear. 


Figure 3  Efficiency MAP of motor in 1st and 2nd gear relative to vehicle speed

Figure 4 Economic shifting points for output Torque T0

Figure 5 Economic shifting schedule curve for PEV

In Figure 5 it is shown that the up-shift and down-shift lines are too close, this may cause frequent shift operation under certain driving conditions. This problem is eliminated by adjusting the down-shift schedule [13] using equation (2) and setting An = 0.4. After modification, the shift schedules are as shown in Figure 6, where the solid line is the up-shift line and the dash line is the down-shift line.

Figure 6. Adjusted Economic shifting schedule curves for PEVs

4.	PEV Power-train Modeling
To demonstrate the effect of using these shift schedules an EV powertrain model is built in the Simulink environment of Matlab using a bottom up modeling strategy where the difference between desired and acquired vehicle speeds defines power demand. The flow of power in PEV considers stored battery energy, electrical energy delivered to the motor, conversion of electrical energy to mechanical in the motor, and the delivery of mechanical energy to the wheel via a two speed transmission. Conversely, for energy recovery (e.g. regeneration) the process is reversed. Each of these steps of energy delivery results in power loss through mechanical and electrical efficiencies. These include losses in the power converter, motor and transmission, as well as internal resistances in the battery module and general vehicle losses. The nature of power flow for the PEV is shown in Figure 7. Each of these subsystems is the focus of modeling in the following sections.


Figure 7.  Pure Electric Vehicle Power Flow [3]

4.1	Battery
Simulation of the battery considers calculation of output voltage, state of charge (SOC), and battery temperature. The battery pack is modeled around individual cells and then multiplied together to determine the total battery pack voltage during discharging and charging, as indicated in Eq. 3 to 8. The battery supplies power to motor and is charged by generator. This model does not evaluate plugged in charging, and the initial SOC is preset. The calculations are assumed throughout this section to be identical for each battery cell, and by multiplying individual calculations by number of cells the open circuit voltage, output voltage, internal resistance is determined. A negative current indicates that the battery is charging, while a positive current indicates discharge. The battery current () is calculated as a function of demand power () and battery output voltage () as:
			                                                         																						(3)
Thus  is considered the actual voltage across the battery module is either supplying the motor or supplied from the generator. The cell open circuit voltage (), internal resistance for charging () and discharging () are modeled using lookup tables as a function of temperature () and state of charge (SOC)
			                                 										                               (4)
Where  is number of battery cells, the internal resistance of the batteries during charging and discharging is:
	                             													                    	(5)
                         											                          (6)
The output voltage of the battery pack during charging and discharging is:
			                                                   														   	(7)
                                               												       	   	(8)
State of charge (SOC) calculation is an iterative process dependent on power demand from the motor or power supply from regenerative braking. The rate of current supply is taken from the initial capacity of the battery and absolute SOC determined, based on change over time from initial SOC. Minimum SOC is 10% and maximum SOC 95%.
Maximum capacity () is determined from the battery temperature, and used capacity () from the initial conditions and supply or demand from the motor. The absolute SOC is defined as:
																																			(9)
A simple heat transfer model is used to evaluate heating and cooling of the batteries as required.  The thermal model uses heat generated from internal resistance to heat the battery and convection of an individual cells surface as cooling. Two cases of convection are employed, (1) free convection if the battery temperature is below the minimum required for cooling, and (2) forced convection if active cooling is required. An internal trigger with a minimum battery temperature is used to switch between the two cooling options once this temperature is reached.  Additionally, it is assumed that the temperature of each cell is equal throughout the battery pack.  The heat energy () created in a battery cell results from the current supplied to the cell multiplied by the internal voltage in the cell:
				                                                           	          							 	(10)
The heat lost for individual cell is determined through free and forced convection () as:
		                                                                  										 	(11)
For the convection coefficient, is dependent on free convection (i.e. no forced cooling of the cells) or forced convection with cooling of the cells. The difference between energy generated and energy lost through convection results in heating of the battery cell. is cooling area of cell, and   is its ambient temperature. The temperature change () is, with  as mass of each cell and  as the specific heat, then:
			                                        				       													(12)

4.2	Motor 
The motor provides torque to drive the vehicle and generates power to charge battery as a generator. As such, it has two distinct operating conditions as either a motor or generator.  Both of which require power-train, power converter and motor efficiencies to determine supply and demand of power to or from the batteries. For this model the power supplied via the power converter is converted to mechanical torque by dividing by motor speed. These are used to then calculate motor operating efficiency which is applied to determine torque delivered to the transmission.  This method provides accurate output torques to the remainder of the power-train. The motor efficiency map is presented in Figure 8. The efficiency map is the result of testing data from motor supplier and applied in the simulation, it is experimentally determined.  A loack of continuity on some regions is likely to have resulted from some errors in the measuring process, or the parameter changing during measurement, such as temperature; however this will not influence the simulation of shifting schedule. 


Figure 8 Maximum torque and Efficiency plots of the motor

Acting as a driving motor the power supplied from the batteries is converted to motor power; this is used to calculate motor torque through division by the motor speed, and limited by the maximum torque of the motor.
					   		                                        			          																	(13)
Where  is motor power, and motor efficiency is , which includes converter efficiency.  Motor torque () is a function of motor power and speed () or vehicle speed () and gear ratio.
					           			                       	                    																(14)

4.3	DCT
For these simulations a simple dual clutch transmission model is used where, according to the defined shift map from vehicle speed and throttle, required 1st gear or 2nd gear is selected.  Separate maps are required for up-shift and down-shift as presented in Section 3. For this model only the overall gear ratio is provided, the final drive ratio must be divided into the output ratios to determine actual gear ratio. Shift logic for the transmission proceeds as follows:
1.	For the up shift logic the vehicle speed is used to determine the target throttle degree for shifting, if throttle is less than the target throttle an up shift is initiated as the motor is in a lower efficiency region. 
2.	Alternatively, for the down shift, using the down shift map, if throttle exceeds the target value the motor is now in a low efficiency region and a downshift is initiated.
For the power-train efficiency is important factor in simulation, gear efficiency can always reach 97%~98% of one pair, efficiency of final gear and differential can be 96%, and dry clutch we suppose it to be average 96%, so totally 90% was set of the transmission[16].

4.4	Vehicle
The vehicle model takes all the input torques, calculates vehicle acceleration and performs numerical integration to determine vehicle speed. Thus a single degree of freedom model representing torsion equivalent vehicle is used in place of the linear system, and conversion between rotational and linear systems is completed after integration. Inputs are supplied motor/generator torque, and vehicle resistance torque, and the output is vehicle speed. Equation of motion for the vehicle is:
		                                                      									 (15)
Where, is drive torque of motor,  is gear ratio of transmission,  is gear ratio of final drive,  is the efficiency of the whole driveline from the motor to the driven wheel,  QUOTE    is the radius of the driven wheels. is the weight of vehicle, is the rolling resistance coefficient, is the road angle.  is the aerodynamic drag coefficient,  QUOTE    is the vehicle front area,  is the rotational inertia factor. 

4.5	Driver
The driver is modeled as a PID controller, where the difference between desired and actual vehicle speed is used to output the demand power. Based on these speeds and the demanded power the vehicle state is determined as either accelerating, braking, or stopped. This drives the motor, transmission and battery module operation.

5.	Simulations and Analysis
For simulations presented in this paper, the vehicle platform is based on a mid-class saloon car C70, which is an independent brand of Beijing Automobile Group China. The details of the parameters used in this simulation are as following Table 1:	























Dynamic performance is generally evaluated by acceleration time, gradeability and maximum speed. As the gradeaility and maximum speed have been confirmed in power-train matching [3], the only performance which relates to shifting is acceleration time. In this paper to validate the dynamic performance, the acceleration test from 0 to 100km/h is selected.
For comparison of the dynamic performance in different shift schedules, three acceleration tests were performed using the different shifting processes, these are dynamic shifting and economic shifting schedule developed above, and another general shifting schedule which was used in simulation before the shift schedule was optimized. The simulation results are as following in Figure 9.  The results presented in Figure 9, show the solid line as the acceleration time in dynamic shifting schedule, and dashed line and dash-dotted line are the results with economic shifting and general shifting schedule, respectively. Results demonstrate the dynamic shifting schedule achieves better acceleration performance, in the 0-100km/h acceleration, of 13.3s. While the economic shifting and general shifting are 13.45s and 13.78s, respectively. 


Figure 9. Acceleration Performance of PEV for different shift schedules

To validate the economic performance driving cycles are used to judge energy consumption and running distance for a given range of battery SOC. In this paper selected cycles are NEDC and UDDS. The NEDC (New European Driving Cycle) is regulated European cycle for defining the specific fuel consumption and emissions of passenger cars. Entire cycle includes four ECE segments, followed by one EUDC segment, shown in Figure 10. Its average speed is 33.6 km/h, the maximum speed is 120 km/h, and the total distance is 11 km. UDDS (Urban Dynamometer Driving Schedule) is also known as the U.S. FTP-72 (Federal Test Procedure) or the LA-4 cycle. It is simulation of an urban driving route approximately 12.1 km (7.4 miles) long and takes 1,369 seconds (approximately 23 minutes) to complete, shown in Figure11. In Figures 10 and 11 there are two lines, the solid line is the target speed of the running cycle, while the dashed line is the actual running speed in the simulation, and we can see they are essentially identical, indicating the powertrain model is capable of meeting required driving patterns.


Figure 10. NEDC Cycle


Figure 11. UDDS Cycle                                                             

The economic performance is judged here in running distance of the same given battery depth of discharge, which is from 95% to 10%, the simulation results are presented in Table 2.  Figures 12 and 13 present the operating points of the electric motor using the economic shift schedule for both NEDC and UDDS cycles, respectively.  From Table 2, in the economic shifting schedule, a longer running range can be achieved in both NEDC and UDDS cycles, which are 118.68km and 112.97km, respectively. This demonstrates that the economic shift schedule can optimize the working point of motor and improve system efficiency. This is also demonstrated in Figure12 and Figure13, the working points with the economic shift schedule can be optimized to comparatively high efficiency areas, which improves the average power-train operating efficiency.  It should be noted that simulations herein are conducted using a constant temperature motor model.  In a conventional motor the operating efficiency is greatly influenced by the motor operating temperature, the impact and control of motor temperature will be considered in further studies. 

TABLE 2  Economic Performance
Economic Performance	Dynamic Shifting Schedule	Economic Shifting Schedule	General Shifting Schedule
Range with NEDC cycle(km)	111.73	118.68	114.09
Range with UDDS cycle(km)	107.97	112.97	110.36






For the two speed DCT development and control calibration, test rig was transformed from the UTS power-train rig. The rig after modification is shown in Figure14. Resistant torques for the rig are developed using an eddy-current dynamometer. The vehicle mass is represented with four big flywheels to simulate the rolling inertia and two pairs of wheels are used to transmit torque from power-train to flywheels and from flywheels to dynamometer. The powertrain is located front and center; it comprises of a two speed DCT and drive motor. There is no battery in the rig; a high voltage DC power is used with 380V to provide power to drive the power-train. To test economic performance of the system, a simulated SOC value was calculated by DC current and voltage in software: 

                                                                                             (16)

Where  is initial value, here we set it 95%,  is battery capacity,   is battery output voltage, which is equal to DC power voltage. V and I are real voltage and current value input from DC bus. 
Control system was developed under platform of DSPACE, control program and relative control circuit were developed to realize integrated power-train control. 

Figure 14 Power-train Rig at University of Technology, Sydney (left) laboratory setup, (right) schematic of rig

In this paper the NEDC is used to verify the simulation models. In Figure 15, there are two lines, the solid line is the target “vehicle” speed of the running cycle, while the dashed line is the actual running speed in the experiment.  Here, the rotating speed on the transmission output shaft is converted to equivalent of linear vehicle speed by multiplying by the tire radius.  Figure 16 shows the gear shifting between first and second gears during the drive cycle, it shows first gear being used until about 30km/h before gear shift is initiated.  In total there are 18 gear shifts, equally divided between up and down shifts.  The benefit of the electric motor is realized in infrequency of gear shifting.  Obviously, the advantages of the two speed transmission result in the reduction peak motor speed and torque in the prescribed drive cycle.

Figure15 Vehicle speed comparison for NEDC Driving Cycle on test rig


Fig16 Vehicle engaged gear during NEDC driving cycle

Figure17 shows the motor speed and torque during the driving cycle for both simulated and experimental results.  The results show a reasonable correlation between experimental and simulated results.  These results confirm that the proposed economic shift schedule provides an effective strategy for improving the driving range of an electric vehicle.  The most significant differentiation in these results is that at high torque, low speed conditions the experimental data shows high peaks achieved.  This can be attributed to different control strategies, where the simulated model uses a strongly calibrated PID controller.   Additionally, the model is only representative of the actual system and some dynamic characteristics of the powertrain are lost in simulations.

Figure17 Motor speed and torque trace for NEDC driving cycle (a) simulated and (b) experimental

The battery SOC is estimated across one cycle of the NEDC and UDDS patterns, it decreased from 93.7% to 86.2% in a single NEDC driving cycle. In table 3 are the running range calculation results in the total SOC scope, of 124.66km under NEDC cycle and 119.02km under UDDS cycle. Which are closed to the simulation results of 118.68km and 112.97km, but a little bit higher than those values. Because the DC voltage used in rig to calculate SOC is constant of 380V, but the battery real voltage should be decreased during the SOC reduction. 

Table 3 Running Range Calculation






To optimize vehicle dynamic and economic performance, a shifting schedule calculation method for PEVs was provided in this paper using a graphical development method, and is adapted to be used in simulations and experimental work. Using the acceleration curve of two gears in the same throttle degree the intersection creates the idea dynamic shifting point, and it is necessary for the downshifting line to have hysteresis to avoid shifting hunting.   The economic shift schedule is developed by taking a constant output torque and across a number of vehicle speeds determining the efficiency of the electric machine, generating an efficiency curve.  Where the two efficiency curves intersect is the point of transition from higher efficiency in one gear to higher efficiency in the other gear.  Therefore, this is the optimum shift point to maximize operating efficiency of the PEV.  As long as gear shifts are initiated according to this schedule the EM will be maintained at higher efficiency operating region and as a result the proposed method will maintain more efficient operation of the PEV.  
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the economical shifting schedule, a PEV model was built in the Simulink environment of Matlab, which includes battery, motor, transmission, vehicle, and driver models. Through acceleration and running cycle test simulations the results showed that shifting schedule developed in this paper can improve the vehicle dynamic and economic performance significantly. Also rig testing was completed in UTS power-train lab. The testing results demonstrated the application of the shifting schedule calculation method proposed in this paper can be successfully implemented. These results demonstrate reasonably accurate running range with the comparison of simulated and experimental results, when making use of a calculated driving range for the experimental system.
This paper is based on a two speed DCT development project, consequently just 2 gear ratios are used in the simulation. It provides theoretical support to PEV power-train system matching and optimization, and can be extended to transmissions with more than two gears to evaluate the extent of the application of multi-geared transmissions to PEV power-trains.  Also in this paper, only the motor’s driving efficiency was considered, not including generating efficiency as well, but the brake regeneration is a unique characteristic of motor driven vehicles, and the shifting schedule in braking condition is also a key point for improving the system efficiency. Further works will be done on these key points. 
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Appendix 1 - Nomenclature
 QUOTE  -- Gear ratio;
-- Final drive ratio;
-- QUOTE   Driveline Efficiency (%);




-- QUOTE   Aerodynamic Drag Coefficient;
 QUOTE   EMBED Equation.3  -- Vehicle Front Area (m2);
-- Rotational Inertia Factor;
 QUOTE   EMBED Equation.3  -- Speed of Downshift Point;
 QUOTE   EMBED Equation.3  -- Speed of Up-shift Point;
 QUOTE   EMBED Equation.3  -- Offset Coefficient;
SOC –Battery State of Charge (%);




--Battery Output Voltage (V);
--Battery Cell Open Circuit Voltage (V);
--Internal Resistance for Charging (Ω);
-- Internal Resistance for Discharging (Ω);
-- Temperature (℃);
 -- Number of Battery Cells;
 -- Maximum Capacity (Ah);
-- Used Capacity (Ah);
-- Heat Energy (J);
-- Heat lost (J);
--Convection Coefficient;
-- Cooling Area of Cell (m2);
-- Ambient Temperature (℃);
--Temperature Change (℃);
--Mass of Cell (kg); 
--Specific Heat;
 -- Motor Power (W);
--Motor efficiency;
-- QUOTE  Motor torque (Nm);
--Motor Speed (rpm);
-- Vehicle Speed (km/h).
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